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A B S T R A C T

Understanding the attributes of entrapped pores in compacted concrete is crucial for improving mechanical and durability properties of concretes. This research investigates how compaction time and workability affect entrapped pores characteristics. Using X-ray Computed Tomography, concrete specimens, with different workability classes, were analysed after being compacted for different times. Results show that increased workability and vibration time significantly reduce entrapped porosity, especially in the 2.7–4.6 mm diameter range, but this effect lessens at extended durations. Higher workability results in less spherical pores, potentially leading to stress concentrations. Additionally, concentrations of entrapped pores up to 5% were observed along specimen heights. These insights contribute to our understanding of pore properties, indicating potential adverse impacts on the performance of concrete.

1. Introduction

Concrete is an inherently porous material, a characteristic that significantly influences its durability and mechanical properties [1–8]. According to Mehta and Monteiro [5], pores in concrete can be categorized into four groups based on their size: gel pores, capillary pores, entrained pores, and entrapped pores, each differently impacting the properties of concrete.

Gel pores, ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 nm, constitute the interparticle spaces between calcium silicate hydrates, influencing drying shrinkage and creep. Capillary pores, with sizes between 0.01 µm and 5 µm, impact the permeability of concrete. Entrained pores, which range from 50 µm to 1 mm, are deliberately introduced via air-entraining chemical admixtures to enhance freeze-thaw durability [1,2,6]. Entrapped pores, representing 5% to 20% of the fresh concrete volume [9], are larger than 1 mm and are introduced into the concrete during mixing and placement [5].

It should be noted that the threshold for defining entrapped pores differs across standards. For instance, ASTM C457 [10] acknowledges that distinguishing between entrapped and entrained air voids is challenging due to the overlapping characteristics of these voids. Hence, it does not provide a precise limit, stating that such a distinction can be somewhat arbitrary. On the other hand, the Finnish standard for concrete quality control [11] is more specific, setting the threshold for entrapped pores at 0.8 mm.

Ideally, entrapped pores should be removed through compaction [9,12], as they can reduce strength [1,9] and density [9] of concrete, as well as adversely affect its durability [5,9]. Moreover, entrapped air contributes to poor bonding of concrete with reinforcement [9]. Neville [13] reported that concrete compressive strength may decrease by approximately 5% for every 1% increment in air content, i.e., entrapped, and entrained air combined. In a separate study, Chung et al. [1] observed a more variable relationship, with strength reductions between 5% and 9% per 1% air content increase.

Since the mix design deliberately includes air-entrainment [1,2,6], the risk of strength decrease [1,9] is predominantly attributed to unwanted entrapped pores that remain in concrete due to poor compaction. Hence, the removal of entrapped air through compaction is an essential process for achieving stronger and more durable concrete. On the other hand, excessive compaction of concrete can lead to segregation, a phenomenon where heavier aggregates sink towards the bottom and lighter ones rise upwards within the paste matrix [9,12]. This causes further durability problems and uneven density distribution in the concrete [14]. Therefore, it is crucial to assess the presence of compaction pores in concrete to evaluate its durability and strength, while considering the potential issue of segregation.
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A variety of methods are available for assessing air content of concrete and its pore structure. One of the standardized methods to determine the total air content is the pressure method [15], which involves applying a known pressure to a specific volume of concrete within a chamber and measuring the resulting volume change. However, it is important to note that this method assumes perfect compaction and attributes the observed volume change solely to entrained air, potentially overlooking the influence of entrapped pores on the results. Manual measurements [16] can be employed to determine entrained air void properties in hardened concrete, involving the examination of polished samples under a microscope. This process demands significant skill, time, and expertise. Although automated techniques like digital image processing [1,7,17,18] are gaining popularity for their objectivity, these methods are still time-consuming in terms of sample preparation, and they primarily focus on 2D pore analysis while concrete pores exist in a 3D distribution.

To overcome the limitations of digital image processing, researchers have used x-ray computed tomography (XCT) to analyse the properties of entrained air voids in hardened concrete [1–3,7,19–27]. A standard laboratory XCT system comprises an x-ray source, a sample on a rotation stage, and a planar detector. Minimal sample preparation is typically needed, and the achievable resolution is mostly determined by the sample size. During CT scanning, multiple 2D projection images are obtained as the sample rotates, which are used to create a 3D volumetric dataset.

The reconstructed dataset contains a 3D arrangement of volumetric pixels (voxels) with brightness levels corresponding to the x-ray density of the material, which is associated with both physical density and atomic mass [3]. This dataset is displayed in a matrix where each row contains the X, Y, Z coordinates of a voxel’s centre and its associated grayscale value. Within this framework, pores are represented by the lowest grayscale values. During post-processing, pore voxels can be segmented using various methods, such as watershed segmentation [28], based on their grayscale values.

In the scope of porosity investigations, XCT has been employed not only to analyse the total air content of concrete [1,2,7,8,20–22,25,26], but also its pore size distribution [1,2,7,8,25,27]. These properties encompass both entrained and entrapped air. In studies [8] and [26], the sample volumes were as large as 196 cm$^3$ and 126 cm$^3$, respectively, to improve the sample representability of the total air content values. Furthermore, researchers have investigated specific properties of entrained air pores such as, spacing factor [20–22], paste-void spacing [21,23], pore orientation [25], sphericity of the pores [2,25], and specific surface of air-void system [21]. Assessment of freeze-thaw durability and permeability of concrete were among the main purposes behind studying the previously mentioned properties. However, when studying properties such as spacing factor and specific surface of the air-void system for entrained pores [21,23–25], the samples must be sufficiently small, which can obstruct precise assessment of the total air content [21]. In applications specifically focusing on these properties, the volume of the scanned samples ranged from 1 cm$^3$ to 64 cm$^3$ only, with scanning resolutions from 6.2 µm to 30 µm.

Most of the research mentioned above focuses on the study of entrained pores in concrete. The limited attention given to entrapped air is due to the assumption that concrete is compacted until entrapped pores are minimized, achieving the desired density and strength [9]. However, completely eliminating entrapped pores is impractical [9]. Popov et al. [29] and Neville [13] mentioned that approximately 1% of entrapped air remains in concrete even after proper compaction. Mehta and Monteiro [5] stated that the amount of entrapped air left in non-air-entrained concrete after compaction can range from 0.2% to 3% for maximum aggregate sizes values from 9.5 mm to 150 mm, respectively. In the case of air-entrained concrete, no specific limits for entrapped air percentages were provided; instead, the total air content was specified. Furthermore, while both the European standard EN 206:2014 [27] and the ACI report 309R-05 [9] emphasize the importance of minimizing entrapped pores in concrete after compaction, they do not specify a threshold for acceptable levels of entrapped air.

This research primarily aims to investigate the presence of potentially excessive entrapped pores in hardened concrete cores using XCT. To achieve this, we conducted an experiment where concretes with different consistencies were compacted with a vibration table for similar durations. Subsequently, cores were drilled from these samples and subjected to XCT scanning to gather data about the presence and characteristics of entrapped pores. The acquired pore data was quantitatively analysed to extract information regarding the amount, location, and shape of the entrapped pores within each concrete sample, and comparisons were made across all samples. Additionally, the segregation levels of the concrete samples were investigated through density measurements at various depths.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials and mix composition

The concrete mixes were proportioned using OIVA cement CEM II/B-M (S-LL) 42.5 N, produced by Finnsementti (Parainen, Finland), which has a specific gravity of 3.15. OIVA cement has 21–35% added limestone and ground granulated blast-furnace slag, and its chemical composition is shown in Table 1.

The aggregate used in this study was granitic gravel with a specific gravity of 2.68. For all mixes, a combination of seven aggregate fractions was used, with the largest aggregate size being 16 mm. Table 2 presents the size distribution and proportion of each aggregate fraction in the mix. The concrete mixes comprised 425 kg/m$^3$ of cement, 170 kg/m$^3$ of effective water, and 1709 kg/m$^3$ of aggregates. The water absorption for all the aggregate fractions was 0.8%, resulting in an effective w/c ratio of 0.40.

In addition, three different dosages of superplasticizer and air-entraining agent were used to formulate three mixes each with a different consistency but similar air content. The air-entraining agent, MastersBuilders MasterAir 100 (Riihimäki, Finland), and the superplasticizer, MasterBuilders MasterGlenium SKY 600 (Riihimäki, Finland), were used for this purpose. The target slump classes were S2, S3, and S4, with superplasticizer dosages of 0.35%, 0.56%, and 0.71% by cement weight, respectively. To keep the air entrainment level constant at 5%, the air-entraining agent dosages were adjusted to 0.008%, 0.011%, and 0.020% of the cement weight for the S2, S3, and S4 concretes, respectively. All materials were stored and utilized at a stable room temperature (20 ± 2 °C).

2.2. Concrete casting, standard tests, and compaction

A pan-type mixer was used to prepare 40-liter batches of concrete for each slump, i.e., three different castings. Two fresh concrete tests were performed after mixing: the slump test [30] and the air content test via pressure method [15]. In cases where the mixture failed to achieve the previously mentioned target slump and/or air content, it was discarded, and a fresh batch of concrete was prepared until the targeted properties were obtained.

For each slump class, three cylindrical steel moulds, with diameter of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>The chemical composition of OIVA cement CEM II/B-M (S-LL) 42.5 N.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CaO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al$_2$O$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MgO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO$_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The nine hardened concrete specimens with 70-mm cores drilled centrally.

The samples were scanned using the 240 kV microfocus tube with 0.5 mm of copper and 0.5 mm of aluminium as beam filters. Accelerating voltage was 180 kV and tube current 350 μA for a total power of 63 W. At each angle, the detector waited for a single exposure time of 500 ms and then took an average over three exposures of 500 ms. The image resolution was 50.0 μm. Samples were imaged as a multiscan, where several fields of view displaced vertically from each other were connected to a single 3D file, with 2000–2500 angles at each field of view, depending on the sample. All scans consisted of five fields of view for a total scan time of 5.55–6.95 h. No ring artifact reduction was used for any of the samples in reconstruction, and the beam hardening correction coefficient (0–10) was 4. Data was then reconstructed using the phoenix datos|x 2 reconstruction software and analysed using ThermoFisher PerGeos 2020.2. The sample surface was determined using the Mask segmentation recipe and the pores were segmented using the 2-Phase Watershed recipe.

2.3. X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT)

A core measuring 70 mm in diameter was drilled from the centre of each specimen, matching the height of the respective specimen as shown in Fig. 1. The core dimensions were selected to ensure adequate x-ray penetration, while simultaneously capturing a substantial portion of the original specimen. Specifically, each core’s volume of 1155 cm³ constitutes around 23% of the total specimen volume.

The results of the fresh concrete tests for each casting are shown in Table 3. Castings #1, #2, and #3 satisfied the target slump classes of S2, S3, and S4, respectively. The target air content for this research was set to 5.0%. However, due to inherent variations in concrete mixing and testing, the achieved air content varied slightly, with values of 5.1%, 5.6%, and 5.4% for the respective slump classes of S2, S3, and S4. This slight deviation from the target is expected and does not significantly impact the behaviour of concrete during compaction or the characteristics of the final hardened concrete. Especially as the focus of this study is on entrapped pores, these minor air content variations are not expected to affect the subsequent analyses and findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slump and air content values for the three castings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Casting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. XCT analysis

In the following sections of “XCT analysis”, the results pertaining to entrapped pores in the concrete specimens will be presented and discussed. First, the total volume of entrapped pores, i.e., entrapped porosity, across different slumps and vibration times will be examined. This will be followed by an investigation into the dispersion of these pores along the height of the cores. Subsequently, the pore size distribution within each specimen will be analysed, and finally, the sphericity of the pores will be evaluated.

3.2.1. Total entrapped pores

Table 4 illustrates the total volume of entrapped pores within each core. While Popovics [29] suggested that approximately 1% of entrapped pores typically remain in concrete after compaction, this research follows the more commonly accepted practice in the Finnish concrete industry, which allows for up to 2%. As shown in Table 4, across all cores, the entrapped porosity remained under the 2% limit, apart from core S2–5, which exhibited a higher entrapped porosity of 2.2%.

Fig. 2 displays a representation of 3D reconstructed entrapped pores in concrete specimens S2–5, S2–20, and S2–45, showcasing the impact of different compaction times. Specimen S2–5 (Fig. 2a) exhibits a high density of entrapped pores of varying sizes, distributed throughout the entire height of the specimen. A pronounced change is observed in specimen S2–20 (Fig. 2b), where there is a notable reduction in the overall concentration of pores. Most of the remaining larger pores in S2–20 are located closer to the upper region of the specimen. In comparison, specimen S2–45 (Fig. 2c) shows a further decrease in the number of entrapped pores, especially those of larger sizes. This progression across the specimens underscores the influence of compaction time in reducing entrapped porosity. The entrapped porosity profiles and actual pore size distribution for the 9 studied specimens is explained in detail in subchapters 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively.

Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship between entrapped porosity and vibration time for the different slumps. As expected, an increase in vibration time leads to a reduction in entrapped air within the concrete. For each vibration time group, the average entrapped porosity is approximately 1.8% for 5 s, 1.3% for 20 s, and 0.7% for 45 s. Notably, extending vibration time from 20 to 45 s yields a significant drop in entrapped porosity, with reductions of about 50%, 30%, and 40% for slumps S2, S3, and S4 respectively. However, this decrease should be considered alongside potential issues such as segregation, a topic further explored in subchapter 3.3.

Furthermore, within each time group, the consistency of the concrete also affected the entrapped porosity. Stiffer concretes, represented by the S2 slump group, exhibit higher entrapped porosity for equivalent vibration times. For example, S2–5 holds 0.7%-unit more entrapped air than S3–5, which in turn contains 0.5%-unit more entrapped air than S4–5. A similar pattern was observed in the 20-second group, with S2–20 showing 0.2%-unit more entrapped porosity than S3–20%, and 0.3%-unit more entrapped air than S4–20. However, this trend diminishes for the 45-second group, where S2–45 and S4–45 have the same entrapped porosity, and S3–45 contains 0.1%-unit more. This can be attributed to the low entrapped porosity values at this vibration duration, all under 1%, suggesting that the maximum amount of entrapped air had been expelled, leading to only minor differences between specimens.

3.2.2. Entrapped porosity profiles

Fig. 4 presents the profiles of entrapped porosity, obtained by calculating the volume average of entrapped pores in each 0.1-mm slice of the cores. Each core was analysed in approximately 2850 such slices. The entrapped porosity profiles for the S2-group are presented in the top row of Fig. 4. While the 2% limit is commonly employed to evaluate the total entrapped porosity, in this research, we have adopted it as a reference point to assess the maximum entrapped porosity within a core. This choice stems from the absence of a more specific limit for the local maximum entrapped porosity in existing guidelines or standards.

In the S2–5 sample, the 2% threshold is frequently surpassed

Table 4 presents the total amount of entrapped pores in each sample obtained via x-ray computed tomography.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrapped porosity</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
throughout the core, indicating a wider distribution of high porosity regions. The S2–20 sample presents fewer heights where the 2% threshold is exceeded, suggesting a less uniform distribution of high porosity regions due to a longer compaction time. Lastly, the S2–45 sample demonstrates a concentrated distribution of entrapped porosity, with only a minor spike above the 2% threshold. This trend implies that extended compaction time leads to a more contained distribution of high porosity areas within the concrete.

A similar trend is displayed in the S3 and S4 samples shown in the second and third rows of Fig. 4, respectively. S3–5 exceeds the 2% limit frequently throughout the height of the core, whereas S3–20 exceeds the limit much less, and finally S3–45 barely crosses over that limit. Similarly, S4–5 surpasses the 2% threshold at more heights than S4–20, whereas S4–45 remains below that limit for the whole height of the core. These observations confirm that longer compaction times lead to more contained entrapped porosity profiles across all groups (S2, S3, and S4), supporting the conclusion that extended compaction effectively minimizes the instances of high porosity within concrete samples.

In addition to examining the effect of compaction time, the influence of concrete slump can be checked by considering the vertical columns in Fig. 3. The area under the porosity curves that exceeds the 2% threshold (highlighted in red) notably decreases as the slump increases, particularly for samples compacted for 5 and 20 s. This observation suggests that for concretes with higher workability, porosity profiles stay more consistently below the 2% threshold given the same vibration time. Conversely, both S2–45 and S3–45 samples display a minimal fraction of

---

Fig. 4. Entrained porosity profiles for the nine concrete specimens. The top row corresponds to S2 concrete samples, the middle row to S3 samples, and the bottom row to S4 samples. The red dashed line represents the 2% porosity threshold commonly accepted in the Finnish concrete industry.
porosity exceeding this threshold, whereas S4–45 consistently remains beneath it. These trends can be attributed to the extended vibration time, which significantly reduces entrapped air in the specimens, approaching the maximum possible removal, thereby reducing variations across different slump values.

A quantitative analysis was carried out to assess the regions where porosity surpasses the 2% threshold, i.e., high-porosity regions. This process involved determining the height fractions in each sample with porosity surpassing this benchmark. These fractions were estimated using the trapezoidal rule to calculate the area under the curve of each porosity profile – the areas highlighted in red in Fig. 3. The outcomes of this analysis are presented in Table 5.

For the S2-group, the percentage of sample height at high-porosity regions decreases by over 60% from 66% for S2–5 to 4% in S2–45. Similarly, an over 40% decrease is observed when the vibration time is increased from 5 s to 20 s for the S3-group, and a 22% decrease is seen within the S4-group. Similarly, when examining the impact of increasing the workability of concrete on the occurrence of high-porosity regions, it is observed that with a vibration time of 5 s, there is a 20% decrease in the percentage from S2 to S3, followed by a further 24% decrease from S3 to S4. Likewise, for 20 s of vibration, the area decreases by 13% from S2 to S3, and by 6% from S3 to S4. Finally, the specimens vibrated for 45 s show little variation among each other, with S2–45 and S3–45 having only 4% of their height with entrapped porosity over 2%, and S4–45 having none.

Furthermore, Table 5 provides the maximum entrapped porosity observed in each sample and its location. It is evident that the maximum entrapped porosity exceeds the 2% threshold for all specimens except for S4–45. Notably, in samples such as S2–5, S2–20, S3–20, and S4–5, the maximum entrapped porosity surpasses the 2% threshold by nearly double, which raises concerns about the potential formation of weaker spots at those specific locations.

A general trend of decreasing maximum entrapped porosity is observed as we progress from the S2 to S4 groups and within the S2 and S4 groups from a compaction time of 5 s to 45 s. This observation resonates with our earlier discussions that extended compaction time and increased workability effectively reduce the overall entrapped porosity within the concrete samples. An exception to this is the S3 group, where 5 s of vibration left a maximum entrapped porosity of 3.9%, whereas 5.0% entrapped porosity remained after compacting for 20 s. This discrepancy observed in the S3 group may be caused by minor variations in the placement process or in the distribution of aggregates within the specimens, both of which could influence the formation and migration of entrapped pores. It is also worth noting that S2–5 and S2–20 show almost the same maximum entrapped porosity of 5.3% and 5.2% respectively, which can be explained by the low workability making it harder for entrapped air to escape, when compared to the more flowable concretes of the S3 and S4 groups, where the maximum entrapped porosity values are consistently lower as the compaction time increases.

Based on the previous observations, it can be deduced that although the total entrapped porosity (see Section 3.2.1) and the percentage of height with porosity > 2% both drop as the compaction time increases for the different slump groups, the maximum entrapped porosity does not necessarily follow a similar trend, as is the case between S2–5 and S2–20, which both have almost the same maximum entrapped porosity, or S3–20 that has a 1.1%–point higher maximum entrapped porosity than its less compacted counterpart S3–5.

Ascertaining the locations of maximum porosity in the samples, we see considerable variability. Typically, high-porosity regions are in the first half of the sample, aligning with the upward migration of entrapped pores during compaction. However, as indicated in Table 5, the exact location of maximum entrapped porosity varies significantly, from as close as 10 mm to as far as 226 mm from the top of the specimens, as observed in S4–45 and S3–5 respectively. This variance further highlights the complexity of the expulsion process of entrapped pores through compaction.

In summary, the presence and concentration of high-porosity ranges in the samples reveal important insights into the behaviour of air entrapment during compaction. Notably, these findings highlight the occurrence of localized areas within the concrete with high levels of entrapped air, reaching up to 5%. This aspect of air distribution has not been extensively explored in previous studies, emphasizing the need for further investigation into its impact on the durability and strength of concrete.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Percentage of Sample Height with Entrapped Porosity &gt; 2%</th>
<th>Max Entrained Porosity</th>
<th>Max Entrained Porosity Location from Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2–5</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>140 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2–20</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>39 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2–45</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>121 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3–5</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>226 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3–20</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>116 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3–45</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>57 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4–5</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>84 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4–20</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>127 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4–45</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3. Pore size distribution

To analyse the distribution of entrapped porosity in each sample, several key summary statistics were calculated using data from our XCT analysis. Firstly, the equivalent diameter of each pore was determined, representing the diameter of a sphere with the same volume as the pore. Secondly, we calculated the minimum, maximum, mean, and the three quartiles (the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles) for the equivalent diameters of entrapped pores. The focus was on entrapped pores with a minimum diameter of 0.8 mm, corresponding to an equivalent volume of approximately 0.268 mm³. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 6.

It is evident that there is a significant degree of variability in the maximum equivalent diameter across the samples, with diameters ranging from 6.4 mm up to 12.4 mm. This disparity becomes even more pronounced when compared to the minimum equivalent diameters, where the maximum values are found to be disproportionately larger. Specifically, the maximum equivalent diameters are almost 8 to 15 times the maximum entrapped porosity (see Section 3.2.1) and the percentage of height with porosity > 2% both drop as the compaction time increases for the different slump groups, the maximum entrapped porosity does not necessarily follow a similar trend, as is the case between S2–5 and S2–20, which both have almost the same maximum entrapped porosity, or S3–20 that has a 1.1%–point higher maximum entrapped porosity than its less compacted counterpart S3–5.

Assessing the locations of maximum porosity in the samples, we see considerable variability. Typically, high-porosity regions are in the first half of the sample, aligning with the upward migration of entrapped pores during compaction. However, as indicated in Table 5, the exact location of maximum entrapped porosity varies significantly, from as close as 10 mm to as far as 226 mm from the top of the specimens, as observed in S4–45 and S3–5 respectively. This variance further highlights the complexity of the expulsion process of entrapped pores through compaction.

In summary, the presence and concentration of high-porosity ranges in the samples reveal important insights into the behaviour of air entrapment during compaction. Notably, these findings highlight the occurrence of localized areas within the concrete with high levels of entrapped air, reaching up to 5%. This aspect of air distribution has not been extensively explored in previous studies, emphasizing the need for further investigation into its impact on the durability and strength of concrete.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Minimum equiv. diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Maximum equiv. diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Mean equiv. diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Q1 equiv. diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Q2 equiv. diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Q3 equiv. diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2–5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2–20</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2–45</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3–5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3–20</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3–45</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4–5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4–20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4–45</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
greater than the minimum equivalent diameters. This high discrepancy highlights the broad range of diameters within the samples.

Additionally, the data exhibits a notable right skew, as evidenced by the mean equivalent diameter being, on average, 1.5 times larger than the median (second quartile). Further supporting this observation are the relatively close quartile values. There is an average difference of just 0.1 mm between the first and second quartiles, and 0.3 mm between the second and third quartiles. These values are considerably smaller than even the smallest maximum volume, with an average discrepancy of over 8 mm. These statistical observations demonstrate the presence of a large quantity of small pores and a disproportionately smaller number of larger ones within each concrete sample.

Fig. 5 provides further evidence by displaying the relative frequencies of pores across various volume ranges. About 70% of pores in all samples fall within a volume range of 0.27–1 mm³ (equivalent diameter range of 0.8–1.2 mm). The next most frequent volume range, 1–2 mm³ (equivalent diameter range of 1.2–1.6 mm), accounts for approximately 15% of the pores.

In the previous analysis, the relative frequency of pores within defined volume ranges was explored. Pivoting to a more volumetric approach, we evaluated the respective contributions of each volume range to the total entrapped porosity in the samples. As shown in Fig. 6, the volume range 10–50 mm³ (equivalent diameter range of 2.7–4.6 mm) demonstrates the highest contribution to the total entrapped porosity, exhibiting an average volumetric fraction of 25% across the samples combined. The reasons behind this significant contribution of the volume range 10–50 mm³ are not fully clear, but factors such as vibration frequency or aggregate gradation may play a role, requiring further investigation. Although, for all specimens, around 70% of the pores were within the volume range 0.27–1 mm³ (see Fig. 5), this volume range represents on average 17% only of the entrapped porosity, whereas for S2–45, it constitutes 4%, 11%, and 11% of the total entrapped porosity, respectively. Although it was expected that S3–5 would contain a higher proportion of larger pores compared to S3–20, which was vibrated for 15 s longer, the analysis revealed the opposite. S3–20 exhibits 11% of the entrapped porosity within the volume range of 500–1000 mm³, while S3–5 has no contribution in that range. This discrepancy highlights the lack of a consistent pattern in the distribution of entrapped pores at higher diameter ranges (>9.8 mm).

3.2.4. Sphericity of entrapped pores

We calculated the true sphericity index, as defined by Wadell (1932) and cited in [32], to estimate the sphericity of each entrapped pore within the samples. The equation for the sphericity index is given by:

$$\psi = \frac{\sqrt{6\pi V^2}}{S}$$

where $\psi$ is the sphericity index, $V$ represents the volume of the pore, and $S$ denotes the surface area of that pore. The true sphericity index ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being a perfect sphere. The computed sphericity indices were used to create a cumulative distribution plot, with sphericity indices on the x-axis and the corresponding cumulative distributions of pores on the y-axis, as shown in Fig. 7.

Turning our focus to the S2-group first, Fig. 7 reveals a sphericity index that predominantly surpasses 0.5. In fact, across all three samples (S2–5, S2–20, and S2–45), only an average of 1% of pores exhibit a sphericity index of 0.5. Additionally, almost half of the pores are close to perfect spheres with sphericity indices of 0.8 and 0.9. For instance, the percentage of pores that have a sphericity index of 0.9 for S2–5, S2–20, and S4–45 is 59%, 47%, and 26% respectively.

On the other hand, for the S3-group, around 9% of entrapped pores have a sphericity index of 0.5, which is 8%-point higher than that in S2-group. In addition, the overall sphericity decreases compared to the S2-group, as S3–5, S3–20, and S3–45 have 41%, 15%, and 7% of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9, respectively. A similar drop is observed as we increase the slump further to S4, as for the S4-group around 22% of the pores have a sphericity index of 0.5. Moreover, S4–5, S4–20, and S4–45 have only 11%, 3%, and 2% respectively of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9.

Our observations indicate a trend where an increase in concrete workability correlates with a decrease in the sphericity of its entrapped pores. This is evident from the decrease in the sphericity index as the slump increases. For instance, S2–5 has a sphericity index of 0.9, which is 8%-point higher than that in S2-group. In addition, the overall sphericity decreases compared to the S2-group, as S3–5, S3–20, and S3–45 have 41%, 15%, and 7% of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9, respectively. A similar drop is observed as we increase the slump further to S4, as for the S4-group around 22% of the pores have a sphericity index of 0.5. Moreover, S4–5, S4–20, and S4–45 have only 11%, 3%, and 2% respectively of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9.

Our observations indicate a trend where an increase in concrete workability correlates with a decrease in the sphericity of its entrapped pores. This is evident from the decrease in the sphericity index as the slump increases. For instance, S2–5 has a sphericity index of 0.9, which is 8%-point higher than that in S2-group. In addition, the overall sphericity decreases compared to the S2-group, as S3–5, S3–20, and S3–45 have 41%, 15%, and 7% of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9, respectively. A similar drop is observed as we increase the slump further to S4, as for the S4-group around 22% of the pores have a sphericity index of 0.5. Moreover, S4–5, S4–20, and S4–45 have only 11%, 3%, and 2% respectively of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9.

Our observations indicate a trend where an increase in concrete workability correlates with a decrease in the sphericity of its entrapped pores. This is evident from the decrease in the sphericity index as the slump increases. For instance, S2–5 has a sphericity index of 0.9, which is 8%-point higher than that in S2-group. In addition, the overall sphericity decreases compared to the S2-group, as S3–5, S3–20, and S3–45 have 41%, 15%, and 7% of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9, respectively. A similar drop is observed as we increase the slump further to S4, as for the S4-group around 22% of the pores have a sphericity index of 0.5. Moreover, S4–5, S4–20, and S4–45 have only 11%, 3%, and 2% respectively of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9.

Our observations indicate a trend where an increase in concrete workability correlates with a decrease in the sphericity of its entrapped pores. This is evident from the decrease in the sphericity index as the slump increases. For instance, S2–5 has a sphericity index of 0.9, which is 8%-point higher than that in S2-group. In addition, the overall sphericity decreases compared to the S2-group, as S3–5, S3–20, and S3–45 have 41%, 15%, and 7% of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9, respectively. A similar drop is observed as we increase the slump further to S4, as for the S4-group around 22% of the pores have a sphericity index of 0.5. Moreover, S4–5, S4–20, and S4–45 have only 11%, 3%, and 2% respectively of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9.

Our observations indicate a trend where an increase in concrete workability correlates with a decrease in the sphericity of its entrapped pores. This is evident from the decrease in the sphericity index as the slump increases. For instance, S2–5 has a sphericity index of 0.9, which is 8%-point higher than that in S2-group. In addition, the overall sphericity decreases compared to the S2-group, as S3–5, S3–20, and S3–45 have 41%, 15%, and 7% of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9, respectively. A similar drop is observed as we increase the slump further to S4, as for the S4-group around 22% of the pores have a sphericity index of 0.5. Moreover, S4–5, S4–20, and S4–45 have only 11%, 3%, and 2% respectively of their pores with a sphericity index of 0.9.
pores. This trend might be explained by two main factors. First, the denser particle packing in lower slump concretes could lead to a more efficient arrangement, favouring the formation of near-spherical entrapped pores during compaction. On the other hand, the greater fluidity of workable concrete might allow for increased pore deformation, possibly leading to less spherical pore shapes. Second, the reduced workability of stiffer mixes may limit the deformation of rising bubbles during compaction, thereby maintaining their inherently spherical form. In contrast, bubbles within more fluid, workable concrete could have a higher potential to deviate from their original spherical shape, especially as they collide with aggregates under the forces of vibration. These interpretations, although plausible, require further research for verification.

Nonetheless, it is important to consider the potential drawbacks associated with non-spherical pores in concrete. Non-spherical or irregularly shaped pores can create stress concentrations [33] within concrete, as they lead to a lower load-carrying capacity [34] and increase the vulnerability to cracking [35]. Van den Heever [34] observed that concrete specimens exhibiting a drop in pore sphericity of approximately 19% showed lower compressive strengths compared to their counterparts with more spherical pores. This drop is attributed to the enhanced stress concentrations around irregularly shaped pores, compromising the structural integrity of the concrete. Therefore, it is important to minimize the presence of such pores within concrete by proper compaction, especially for more workable concretes.

### 3.3. Segregation analysis

To visualize the segregation within each sample, density profiles were formed by plotting the density of the sawn discs against each disc height, as shown in Fig. 8. Significant variations in density can be observed in the 20- and 45-second compacted specimens of the S3 and S4 groups, which denotes the occurrence of segregation. In these samples, the density increases considerably with height, indicating the presence of segregation due to the higher density of aggregates compared to the cement matrix. On the other hand, the S2 group exhibits minor fluctuations and the least variation in density across the specimen for the three vibration times of 5, 20, and 45 s. Similarly, the S3–5 and S4–5 samples show relatively consistent densities without major variations. It is worth noting that for S2–5, S3–5, and S4–5, the

![Fig. 6. The relative contribution of pore volumes within each predefined volume range (and their equivalent diameters) to the total entrapped porosity.](image)

![Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution curves of pore sphericity indices for the nine different concrete specimens.](image)
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The densities of the discs were on average much lower than their counterparts compacted for longer times, which is an indicator of the presence of extra entrapped pores due to insufficient compaction – as shown in Section 3.2.2.

The standard deviation and range of densities were calculated to assess the level of segregation within each sample, and the results are summarized in Table 7. Minor segregation is observed in the S2 group, as indicated by the standard deviation remaining below 30 kg/m³, a trend also seen in the S3–5 and S4–5 samples. In contrast, the remaining samples in the S3 and S4 groups exhibit higher levels of segregation, with the standard deviation of densities surpassing 30 kg/m³ for both S3–20 and S4–20 and reaching nearly 60 kg/m³ for both S3–45 and S4–45. The density variation follows a similar trend, with values ranging from 138 kg/m³ to 244 kg/m³ for S3–20, S3–45, S4–20, and S4–45, indicating significant segregation. Conversely, the density ranges for the remaining five specimens vary from 48 kg/m³ to 96 kg/m³, less than half of that observed in their highly segregated counterparts.

Based on the previous observations, we can conclude that stiffer concretes (slump class of S2) are much harder to segregate, as both standard deviation and range of densities either remained similar or even decreased as the compaction time increased. On the other hand, for more workable concrete mixes, increasing the compaction time greatly affects the level of segregation. For instance, compacting S3–20 for 15 s longer than S3–5, resulted in almost double the standard deviation of densities and three times the range. Moreover, further increasing that time by 25 s doubled the values for both the standard deviation and range.

It is essential to examine the relationship between segregation and entrapped porosity across the height of the specimens. In the S3 and S4 groups, where the vibration time is 20 s or 45 s, we observed minimal entrapped pores distributed across the height of the four samples (see Fig. 3). However, these specimens exhibit a significant degree of segregation. Conversely, when the vibration time was limited to 5 s (S3–5 and S4–5), segregation was effectively minimized. However, at various locations, the entrapped porosity surpassed the 2% threshold. This observation suggests that while longer compaction times can help expel undesired entrapped pores, they can also contribute to segregation-related issues that should be considered during the compaction process. On the other hand, the S2 group exhibited minimal sensitivity to segregation with an increased compaction time, while effectively expelling more entrapped air. This finding implies that for stiffer concrete, longer compaction times can be safely employed to remove a greater amount of entrapped pores without a significant risk of segregation.

### Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Standard Deviation of Densities (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Range of Densities (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2-5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-45</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-45</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4-5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4-20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4-45</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. General Discussion

In this study, the authors conducted a comprehensive investigation of various characteristics of entrapped pores in hardened concrete using XCT. These characteristics encompassed the total amount of entrapped pores, the distribution of entrapped pores along the height of the specimens, the pore size distribution, and the sphericity of the pores. The findings revealed that while the total amount of entrapped pores may fall within acceptable limits, significant concentrations of entrapped pores were observed within the specimens, potentially giving rise to durability and strength issues. Moreover, particularly in cases of higher slumps, these accumulations of entrapped pores exhibited less spherical shapes, which can lead to heightened stress concentrations within the concrete.

Based on the findings of this study, we can suggest some practical advice to take into consideration for casting concretes with different consistencies. For low slump concrete such as S2, extended vibration significantly benefits the hardened concrete. While S2 initially retains notable entrapped porosity, especially in localized sections, its low tendency toward segregation makes longer vibration times advantageous. Prolonging the compaction time effectively expels entrapped air, thereby optimizing the strength and durability of the concrete. Consequently, employing extended vibration durations is recommended to enhance the properties of S2 concrete.

As the slump increases, expelling entrapped pores becomes more efficient, but pore sphericity diminishes, leading to stress concentrations, particularly where pores cluster. These clusters were more prevalent in S3 than in S4 concrete, though S4 pores were less spherical. The highest segregation sensitivity was noted in S4, demanding a balanced compaction approach. For S4, shorter vibration times, coupled with test specimen analysis, can prevent non-spherical pore accumulation and manage segregation risks. Meanwhile, S3, with lower segregation sensitivity, benefits from a moderately timed vibration, fine-tuned through specimen testing, to balance pore expulsion and sphericity without inducing pore clustering.

Having understood the characteristics of entrapped pores, this study
emphasizes the necessity of future research to investigate the impact of entrapped porosity on both the mechanical and durability properties of concrete. Mechanical aspects such as compressive strength, flexural strength, and modulus of elasticity could be influenced by the total entrapped porosity and the concentration of entrapped pores within a specimen. Similarly, the distribution of pores, along with their shapes and sizes, could affect durability properties such as carbonation, freeze-thaw resistance, and chloride penetration. Furthermore, investigating the behaviour of entrapped pores in reinforced concrete is crucial, as the presence of reinforcement can influence the escape of pores during compaction. Additionally, examining the characteristics of entrapped pores in concretes compacted using a poker vibrator. This examination could offer differences between the behaviour of entrapped pores during the compaction by a table versus a poker vibrator. These avenues of research hold the potential to enhance our understanding of entrapped pores and their impact on concrete performance.

It should also be noted that there are some limitations to this study. The findings of this study are based on concretes cast with the same cement, aggregates, and chemical admixtures. To further generalize the findings, future research should consider including samples from concretes with varying types of cement, aggregates, and chemical admixtures. Furthermore, this study focuses on laboratory-scale experiments and core samples. While these provide valuable insights, the behaviour of entrapped pores and segregation in real-world construction scenarios may differ. In addition, the resolution of XCT scanning is always limited by the size of the sample. Although the sample used represented a significant part of the whole specimen, other methods could also be used to investigate larger size samples, such as digital image analysis. The use of other methods could also provide complementary insights and a more comprehensive understanding of the pore characteristics.

4. Conclusions

In the process of concrete compaction, despite efforts to remove entrapped air, a certain number of entrapped pores inevitably remain within the material. The presence and characteristics of these entrapped pores are influenced by factors such as concrete composition, placement, workability, and compaction time. This study employed XCT to thoroughly examine the characteristics of entrapped pores in compacted concrete samples. Through the casting of specimens with varying workability levels and subjecting them to different compaction durations, followed by XCT scanning, a comprehensive analysis of the entrapped porosity data was conducted. Based on the analysis of this data, we draw the following conclusions:

- As vibration duration increases, its interaction with concrete slump significantly influences entrapped porosity. A decrease in porosity by almost 40% is observed when the slump increases from S2 to S4, as the vibration time remains 5 s, indicating significant porosity expulsion with increased workability. However, this effect lessens with longer vibration times: a 20-second vibration yields only a 20% reduction, and at 45 s, slump differences cease to affect porosity levels. This pattern suggests that the impact of workability on porosity expulsion diminishes with extended vibration.
- High entrapped porosity regions can decrease in size up to 60% as the compaction time is increased for the same workability level. Similarly, for the same compaction time, increasing the workability of the concrete leads to a reduction of around 40% in the extent of these high porosity regions.
- While slump class S2 concrete shows stable segregation with increased vibration time, reducing entrapped porosity, S3 and S4 concretes exhibit heightened sensitivity. For S3, segregation doubles with a 28% porosity decrease from 5 to 20 s and increases 70% for another 28% reduction from 20 to 45 s. For S4, segregation more than doubles for an 8% porosity drop from 5 to 20 s, and doubles again with a 38% reduction from 20 to 45 s. This trend highlights the segregation sensitivity of more workable concretes during air expulsion.

- Areas of concentrated entrapped pores are identified within compacted concrete. This is highlighted by the presence of regions with high entrapped porosity within cores, where the entrapped air content could reach up to 5%. Notably, these regions can occur at various heights within the concrete specimen.

- The highest contribution to the total entrapped porosity comes from pores that fall within the volumetric range of 10–50 mm³ (2.7–4.6 mm in diameter). The pores within that range represent around 25% of the total entrapped porosity, even though they comprise only about 3% of the number of entrapped pores.

- The sphericity of entrapped pores can vary greatly depending on the workability of concrete. For stiffer mixtures (S2), the pores are more likely to resemble perfect spheres, with around 44% of pores within the three S2 cores exhibiting a sphericity index of 0.9. In contrast, for more workable mixtures (S4), the pores show significantly less spherical shapes, with an average of only 5% of pores having a sphericity index of 0.9. The S3 mixtures, falling between the two extremes, demonstrate a moderate sphericity level, with approximately 21% of pores exhibiting a sphericity index of 0.9.

- The value and location of the maximum entrapped porosity varies from sample to sample and do not necessarily depend on the compaction time. As for the same workability, increasing the vibration time does not necessarily decrease the maximum entrapped porosity value. Furthermore, the location of the highest entrapped porosity varies greatly among the samples from 10 mm up to 225 mm from the surface.

In conclusion, this research highlights the crucial role of compaction time and concrete workability in dictating the characteristics of entrapped pores within hardened concrete. These factors significantly influence the distribution, size, and shape of the pores, which can impact the strength and durability of concrete. It is therefore essential to find the right balance: selecting a suitable workability and allowing enough vibration time to remove as many entrapped pores as possible, all while avoiding the risk of segregation.
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